TIIE PAVED TERRACE ON THE BOSNIAN PYRAMID OF THE MOON
IS FOUND TO BE OVER 10,000 YEARS OLDI

Dr. sci. Sam Semir Osmanagich
The results of carbon-dating of a sampie taken from the paved terrace of the Bosnian Pyramid of
the Moon have been retumed to the "Arcbeological Park of the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun"
Foundation. The age ofthe sampie has been determined to be 10,350 years (+/- 50 years). This
means that the Bosnian Pyramids are significantly older than the officially pronounced age of the
Egyptian pyramids (4,500 years), as weH as those of China, Peru, or Mexico (estimated as
roughly 2,000-3,000 years old).
The Foundation began work on the western, triangular side ofthe Bosnian Pyramid ofthe Moon
at Visoko (about 20 miles north of Sarajevo, in Bosnia-Herzegovina) in July 2006. The height of
this pyramid is 190 meters, making it taller than the Cheops Pyramid of 147 meters. At a point
roughly halfway to the top of this pyramid a paved terrace was discovered which consisted of
carefuUy trimmed paving of sandstone. This material has been used throughout many
generations as a natural building and architectural material and there is an abundance of it in the
region. These sandstone paving stones had been smoothed on all six si des, and they had been
carefuUy placed along the extemal surface of the pyramid. Between them tbere is a binding
cement-like material.
During the season of 2010, under the supervision of arcbeotogists and geologists, volunteers
expanded this location known as the "archeologica1 trench No. 20" . Even before tbis, Professor
Mubamed PaSie of the Institute of Materials at the University of Zenica had established that the
upper layer of the sandstone blocks bad been cemented to its base. Between the two layers there
was discovered a brown material which had most probably found its way there on tbe wind
during the time of the construction of the paved terrace. Its color was indicative of what might
possibly be organie material.
The ltalian archeologist, Ricardo Bret, using standard archeological methods, took sampies in
September 2010. These sampIes were sent to the Institute of Physics of Silesian University of
Technology at Gliwice in Poland. The head of the Radiocarbon Laboratory there, physics
professor Anna Pazdur, supervised the analysis which was carried out and which established that
one ofthe two sampies taken was, indeed, made of organic material. Using the C14 radio-carbon
dating method, within several weeks the results were sent to tbe Foundation in Sarajevo. Their
findings were that this sampie was of an age of 10,350 years (+/- 50 years).
This means that the process of the cementing of tbe upper layer onto the base layer was carried
out at that time. We can therefore cooclude from this that the Bosnian Pyramid ofthe Moon was
made nearly ten and a halfthousand years ago! This makes it considerably older than the cultures
of Sumeria, Babyion, Egypt or ancieot India. This is the latest confirmation of extremely
interesting data in connection witb the age ofthe Bosnian Pyramids.

Photo 1: View of the western triangular face of the Bosnian Pyrarnid of the Moon, 190
meters in height. lt's covered by soil and vegetation similar to Chinese, Mexican or Guatemalan
pyramids.

Photo 2 : Archaeological trench No. 20 in the middle of western side of the Bosnian
Pyramid of the Moon. Photograph is from summer 2006. Pyramid builders made this paved
terrace using shaped sandstone plates. Sandstone has been used as a construction material for
very long time in this area.

Photo 3: Archaeological trench No. 20 was significantly enlarged in summer 2010. Total
of four horizontal raw and three vertical raw were discovered .

Photo 4: Archaeological trench No. 20 in September of2010 just before the sampies were
taken.

5: Upper layer of sandstone

IS

glued to the base.

Photo 6: Upper layer was removed in order to coHect the sampies.

Photo 7: Brown material, potential organic material, is discovered between two layers.

Photo 8: Italian archaeologist Ricardo Brett and project leader dr.sci. Sam Osmanagich
packed the sampIes and sent for analysis to Institute of Physics of Silesian University of
Technology at Gliwice, Poland .
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Graph 1: The age of organie sampie from the Bosnian Pyramid of the Moon is 10.350
years old (+1. 50 years)
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